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All appears ok. Works fine but with the time running out.. When it fails to load up the applet. I can't
find any file in the txt. IF the mouse cursor freezes for a while and then it starts to "blink" (flicker),.
Please use the Serial Number in the order of. Accelerated frame rate for accelerated. The process is

working well on Windows.Q: Is there a way to filter items within LINQ to SQL result set? I'm using
LINQ to SQL to perform a query to a SQL Server database. The resulting data is stored in a List. Is

there a way to perform a query that uses a Linq filter on the data without first retrieving it into
memory? A: Rather than trying to apply logic to existing data, you could ask for a filtered result set:
var query = from c in db.Customers where c.CustomerName == "John Smith" select c; The query

returns an IQueryable that you can then filter further on the client side. I'm not sure how LINQ-to-SQL
handles this, but if it's comparable to a SQL-specific function, you should be able to use the Contains

extension method: var query = from c in db.Customers where c.CustomerName.Contains("John")
select c; A: With LINQ to SQL you have to call ToList() on the query first and then use the LINQ API as

usual. A: In case you want to directly return a collection of items you can use the Filter extension
method, introduced in.NET Framework 2.0. To get a filtered collection you can use the Where

extension method, introduced in.NET Framework 3.5. It has been moved to the Enumerable type
in.NET Framework 4 and higher. Here are some examples: Example 1: Filter an EntitySet var

products = (from p in orderItems.Product select p).ToList(); var products =
orderItems.Product.Where(p => p.IsThisAndThat()); Example 2: Filter a linq query
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